
LOCALIZATION OF ENERGY IN FPU CHAINSLUISA BERCHIALLAUniversit�a di Milano Bioa, Piazza dell'Ateneo Nuovo 1,20126 | Milano, Italy.LUIGI GALGANIUniversit�a di Milano, Dipartimento di Matematia, Via Saldini 50,20133 | Milano, Italy.ANTONIO GIORGILLIUniversit�a di Milano Bioa, Dipartimento di Matematia e Appliazioni,Via degli Arimboldi 8, 20126 | Milano, Italy.Abstrat. We revisit the elebrated model of Fermi, Pasta and Ulam with the aim of inves-tigating, by numerial omputations, the trend towards equipartition in the thermodynamilimit. We onentrate our attention on a partiular lass of initial onditions, namely, with allthe energy on the �rst mode or the �rst few modes. We observe that the approah to equipar-tition ours on two di�erent time sales: in a short time the energy spreads up by forming apaket involving all low{frequeny modes up to a uto� frequeny !, while a muh longer timeis required in order to reah equipartition, if any. In this sense one has an energy loalizationwith respet to frequeny. The ruial point is that our numerial omputations suggest thatthis phenomenon of a fast formation of a natural paket survives in the thermodynami limit.More preisely we onjeture that the uto� frequeny ! is a funtion of the spei� energy" = E=N , where E and N are the total energy and the number of partiles, respetively.Equivalently, there should exist a funtion "(!), representing the minimal spei� energy atwhih the natural paket extends up to frequeny !. The time required for the fast formationof the natural paket is also investigated.1. IntrodutionIn a elebrated report of the year 1955 Fermi, Pasta and Ulam performed the �rst nu-merial investigation on the dynamis of a hain of partiles with a non linear oupling[1℄;the model was intended to represent a disrete approximation of a non{linear string.Aording to the authors: \The ergodi behaviour of suh systems was studied with theprimary aim of establishing, experimentally, the rate of approah to the equipartitionof energy among the various degrees of freedom of the system". It is well known that



2 L. Berhialla, L. Galgani and A. Giorgillithe authors atually found some unexpeted result. In the very words of the authors:\Let us say here that the results of our omputations show features whih were, fromthe beginning, surprising to us. Instead of a gradual, ontinuous ow of energy from the�rst mode to higher modes, all of the problems show an entirely di�erent behaviour.(: : :) Instead of a gradual inrease of all the higher modes, the energy is exhanged,essentially, among only a ertain few. It is, therefore, very hard to observe the rateof `thermalization' or mixing in our problem, and this was the initial purpose of thealulation".The aim of the present paper is to revisit the phenomenon of \freezing of energy"on the low frequeny modes that was illustrated in the original report of Fermi, Pastaand Ulam. The problem amounts to establishing the existene of states that appear tobe stable for very long times, if not forever, and are haraterized by a onentrationof energy on the low frequeny modes, to whih we give the name of natural pakets.Our aim is to investigate whether the phenomenon of the existene of natural paketspersists in the thermodynami limit, i.e., when the number N of partiles and the totalenergy E of the hain are allowed to beome very large, keeping the spei� energy" = E=N onstant.The paper is organized as follows. In set. 2 we reall the model and the mainproblem. In set. 3 we illustrate our numerial experiment, while the onlusions aredrawn in set. 4. A disussion onerning the time required for the fast formation ofthe natural paket, and the dependene of the results on the number of initially exitedmodes, is deferred to an appendix.2. Realling the model and the problemThe model is a one{dimensional hain of N + 2 partiles with �xed ends, as desribedby the Hamiltonian(1) H(x; y) = H2(x; y) +H3(x) +H4(x) ;with H2 = 12 NXj=1 y2j + 12 NXj=0�xj+1 � xj�2 ;H3 = �3 NXj=0�xj+1 � xj�3 ;H4 = �4 NXj=0�xj+1 � xj�4 :Here, x1; : : : ; xN are the displaements with respet to the equilibrium positions (thatobviously exist), and x0 = xN+1 = 0 are the �xed ends. The normal modes are intro-
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Figure 1. Distribution of energy (in time average) among the normal modes atdi�erent times forN = 63 and E = 0:01. Here and in the whole paper, � = � = 1=4.As was pointed out in the FPU report, only a few modes do atually share the wholeenergy.dued via the anonial transformationxj =r 2N + 1 NXk=1 qk sin jk�N + 1 ; yj =r 2N + 1 NXk=1 pk sin jk�N + 1 ;(qk; pk) being the new oordinates and momenta. The quadrati part of the Hamiltonianin the normal oordinates is given the form(2) H2 = NXj=1Ej ; Ej = 12�p2j + !2j q2j � ;with harmoni frequenies(3) !j = 2 sin j�2(N + 1) :Notie that the period of the fastest osillator tends to � as N !1, while the lowestfrequeny mode has period � �N+1 .All of our numerial omputations were performed with � = � = 1=4, and with Nranging from 8 to 1023. The integration was performed using a leap{frog method, withtypial time step 0:05.
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Figure 2. Same as �g. 1 with initial energy E = 0:3. The number of modes thattake part in the sharing of energy is de�nitely larger than in the previous ase.Note also that some of the �rst modes seem to have reahed a sort of internalequipartition.The problem, as �rst stated in the paper of Fermi, Pasta and Ulam, is onernedwith the dynamial evolution of the harmoni energies Ej de�ned in (2). In ClassialStatistial Mehanis, in the in�nite time limit one expets that the time average Ejof eah of the harmoni energies should be the same (equipartition), at least in theso{alled harmoni approximation, i.e., one should haveEj := limT!+1 1T Z T0 Ej(t)dt = " ;where " = E=N is the spei� energy. The goal of the numerial experiment was indeedto observe how the energy, initially given to the �rst mode only, ows towards the othermodes until equipartition is possibly reahed.The phenomenon observed by Fermi, namely that the energy is exhanged essen-tially among only a ertain few low{frequeny modes, is illustrated in �g. 1, whih refersto N = 63 and E = 0:01: in a short time (t � 104) a paket of low{frequeny modesinvolved in the energy sharing is formed, and the distribution of energy does not essen-tially hange up to time t � 107. The idea that suh a phenomenon should disappear ifthe total energy E of the hain is raised was �rst put forward by Izrailev and Chirikov[2℄,who onjetured the existene of an energy threshold E above whih the system would
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Figure 3. Same as �g. 1 with initial energy E = 9. A signi�ant sharing of energyamong the modes ours. The �nal distribution of energy looks fully onsistentwith equipartition.rapidly reah equipartition. In fat, this is exhibited in �gs. 2 and 3. The number ofpartiles is still N = 63, while the total energy is 0:3 and 9, respetively. Fig. 3 showsthat at E = 9 equipartition is essentially reahed in the short time t � 104, while anintermediate behaviour ours in the ase of �g. 2, at E = 0:3.Conerning the dependene of the energy threshold on the number N of partiles,Bohieri, Sotti, Bearzi and Loinger[3℄ put forward the expliit onjeture that Eshould be proportional to N , i.e., that there should exist a ritial spei� energy "suh that equipartition would rapidly show up if " > ".This question was widely disussed during the last 30 years ([4℄ and [11℄{[19℄).However, in our opinion, a de�nite onlusion is still laking.3. The numerial experimentOur starting point is the spreading of energy among a few low{frequeny modes that isobserved in �gs. 1 and 2. We emphasize that suh a spreading ours in a quite shorttime, while the subsequent ow of energy towards higher order modes seems to be veryslow | if it ours at all. Moreover, the number of modes that take part in the energy
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Figure 4. Illustrating how the relaxation time tRs is determined. The �ve urvesrepresent as funtions of time the quantities #s, as de�ned in (5), for the �rst�ve pakets. The horizontal lines mark the thresholds for the �rst four pakets, asdesribed in the paper. In this �gure, N = 15, and E = 1.sharing seems to inrease with the total energy. Hene we introdue the quantities(4) E1 = E1 ; E2 = E1 + E2 ; : : : ; Es = E1 + : : :+Es ; : : :as good andidates to quasi{invariane. That is, we onsider the total harmoni energy ofa paket of modes | the �rst s modes, s = 1; : : : ; n. Correspondingly, we also introduethe normalized mean energies of suh pakets(5) #s = EsPNj=1 Ej :We presently onsider only initial data with all the energy on the �rst mode (as inFermi's paper); later we will disuss how the results hange if the energy is initiallygiven to a number of low frequeny modes proportional to N . Thus we have initially#0s = 1 for s = 1; : : : ; N . The value expeted aording to equipartition is instead#eqs = s=N .Let us take a �xed value for N . If we plot #s(t) vs. t for di�erent values of s wetypially get the graph of �g. 4. Of ourse, we have #1 < #2 < : : : , so that di�erenturves orrespond to inreasing values of s, starting from the bottom urve s = 1. Fromthe �gure, whih refers to N = 16, one has the lear impression that in a short time the
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Figure 5. Relaxation time tRs for varying energy and number of modes in a paket.Di�erent symbols orrespond to di�erent values of s = 1; 2; : : :, from left to right.This �gure is drawn for N = 15.paket of the �rst three modes has lost a signi�ant fration of its initial energy, whilethe paket of the �rst four modes seems to keep most of its initial energy. We ould saythat the dynamis involves essentially the �rst four modes. We now attempt to give thisinformation a quantitative form. To this end, we notie that the s{th paket reahesequipartition when it has lost enough energy, namely #s has dereased by a quantity�#s = (N�s)=N . Thus, we introdue the relaxation time tRs de�ned as the �rst instantat whih #s has dereased by a fration �#s with a positive  < 1. Equivalently, this isthe �rst time for whih one has #s = 1� + s=N . In our alulations we take  = 0:2.Thus, letting the total energy E vary, we are given a set of pairs �tRs ; E� that we plotin �g. 5, whih still refers to N = 15. For a onstant value of the energy, i.e., movingon a horizontal line, the points orresponding to inreasing values of s are aligned fromleft to right, in agreement with the qualitative behaviour of �g. 2.The relevant information here is that, for a �xed E, the energy ows quite rapidlyfrom the �rst paket to the seond, third &, but for some value of s the fast owstops, and a muh longer time is needed for the quantity #s(t) to fall below the wantedthreshold. In this ase we say that a good quasi{invariant quantity is the energy Es of thepaket of the �rst s modes, i.e., a fast formation of a natural paket of s low{frequenymodes has ourred. If we let the energy derease, then we see that the number s of
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Figure 6. Plot of the numerially alulated values of ER(N; s) vs. s, for di�erentvalues of N as identi�ed by the di�erent symbols.modes forming the natural paket dereases, too. This is exhibited by the fat that fora �xed s the points �tRs ; E� look aligned on a straight line for high values of the energy,but suddenly separate from suh a straight line going very rapidly towards the right.The slope of the straight line indiates a dependene tRs � E�1=2.The point of separation of the s{th urve de�nes a threshold energy ER(s) in thefollowing sense: for initial energy less than ER(s) the natural paket ontains at mosts modes. Thus, realling that we are working at a �xed value of N , we are given athreshold energy ER(N; s) as a funtion of N and s.Let now N vary, and let us plot ER(N; s) vs. s for di�erent values of N . We get thegraph in �g. 6, where di�erent symbols have been used for di�erent values of N . Thedata look aligned on parallel lines, eah line orresponding to a di�erent N . The regularspaing among the lines strongly suggests that something proportional to N must behidden inside these data. Thus, we replae the paket number s and the energy E bythe fration s=N of the total number of modes and by the spei� energy ", respetively.Moreover, realling the form (3) of the frequeny spetrum we remark that there is aone{to{one orrespondene between s=N and !. Therefore, in �g. 7 we plot the samedata of �g. 6 on a di�erent sale, using the frequeny ! as absissa and the spei�energy " as ordinate. It is immediately evident that all the points are well aligned on a
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Figure 7. Same data as in �g. 6, but with the frequeny ! in absissas and thespei� energy in ordinates. All points look well aligned on the same urve (possiblya straight line). This de�nes the funtion "(!), as de�ned in the text.unique urve, very lose to a straight line, whih does not depend on N , at least in therange 8 � N � 1023.4. ConlusionOur numerial investigations strongly suggest that there exist two separate time salesfor the energy sharing among modes, when energy is initially given to the �rst mode.In a rather short time the energy spreads over a natural paket involving the modes upto a ertain ritial frequeny !. Further spreading of energy over all modes, possiblyleading to equipartition, requires a muh longer time sale, that we are presently unableto quantify.Quantitative estimates are instead available for the fast spreading of energy insidethe natural paket. Preisely from the graph of �g. 7 we onjeture that there existsa spei� energy threshold, namely a funtion "(!) with the following meaning: thenatural paket inludes the mode of frequeny ! only if the initial spei� energy " isgreater than "(!). In partiular, as ! = 2 is the maximal frequeny in the spetrum



10 L. Berhialla, L. Galgani and A. Giorgilliof our model, the quantity "(2) de�nes a spei� energy threshold above whih thenatural paket overs the whole available spetrum. This should somehow orrespondto the spei� energy threshold for fast equipartition observed by Bohieri, Sotti,Bearzi and Loinger. Our result an be equivalently expressed by saying that there existsa funtion !("), the inverse of the funtion "(!), whih gives the width of the naturalpaket, as a funtion of the spei� energy ".Atually, �g. 7 suggests a rather de�nite funtional form for the funtions introduedabove, namely "(!) � !4, i.e., !(") � "1=4. Presently, no theoretial justi�ation ofthis fat is available to us.Our numerial alulations allowed us to estimate the time needed for the formationof the natural paket and to on�rm the persistene of a separate and longer time saleto equipartition in ase one takes initial onditions involving a number of low modesproportional to N . Obviously, the initial distribution of energy should still be loalizedaround the �rst mode. E.g., the size of the initially exited paket should not exeedhalf the size of the natural paket. In suh a ase we observe that one still has a fastformation of a natural paket similar to that of the previous alulations. The main pointis that with suh a lass of initial onditions the times needed for the fast formationof the natural paket exhibit a strong dependene on the initial distribution of energy,but the qualitative behaviour indiating that the natural paket survives for a long timebefore the system relaxes to equipartition appears to persist. This is disussed in theAppendix below. AppendixWe address �rst of all the problem of the dependene of the relaxation time tRs (namelythe time of formation of the natural paket as represented in �g. 5) on the number N ofdegrees of freedom, at a �xed spei� energy; this turns out to strongly depend on thetype of initial onditions. With all the energy initially on the lowest frequeny mode wefound that for the values of s that orresponds to modes belonging to the natural paketone has tRs � N . An example of this is illustrated in �g. 8, where the relaxation time tR1for the mode 1 is plotted vs. N , and represented by blak dots. The �gure refers to thease of initial spei� energy " = 0:01, and to values of N of the form N = 2r � 1 withr = 4; 5; : : : ; 17, i.e., N = 15; 31; 63; : : : ; 131 071. (Atually, for the ase of one{modeexitation the points for N > 32 767 are missing, beause the alulation would requirean exeedingly long time.)Thus, the time of formation of the natural paket would seem to tend to in�nitywith N . However, this way of posing the problem is not relevant for the thermodynamilimit, being related to the very partiular lass of initial onditions onsidered till now,namely with all the energy given initially to the lowest frequeny mode. By the way, thebehaviour tR1 � N in suh a ase may be understood if one remarks that the period ofthe lowest frequeny mode, aording to formula (3), is T1 = 2�=!1 � 1=N . Sine only
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Figure 8. Dependene of the relaxation time tRs on N and on the initial distribu-tion of energy among the low frequeny modes. The dots represent the relaxationtime tR1 for N = 15; 31; 63; 127; : : : ; 32 767 , with all the energy initially on thelowest frequeny mode. The triangles and the irles orrespond to initial on-ditions with energy distributed among the �rst s = (N + 1)=16 modes. Thus,for N = 15; 31; : : : ; 131 071 the size of the initially exited paket of modes iss = 1; 2; : : : ; 8 192, respetively. This means that the initial paket ontains allmodes of frequeny not exeeding a �xed value !̂ (whih in our ase an be iden-ti�ed with the lowest frequeny for N = 15). The triangles orrespond to the aseof initial onditions with energy linearly dereasing from the �rst mode to the(s + 1){th mode, with zero energy on the mode s + 1. The irles orrespond tothe ase of initial onditions with energy equally distributed among the s modesof the initially exited paket. In both these ases we plot the relaxation time tRsfor the initial paket. In all ases the spei� energy is " = 0:01.the lowest frequeny mode is atually exited, it seems reasonable to expet that thetypial time sale of the dynamis during the �rst phase of the evolution is the periodof the lowest frequeny mode. This makes the linear dependene on N understandable.In view of this argument, the dependene of the relaxation time on N might be ex-peted to drastially hange if the energy is initially shared by a paket of low frequenymodes of length depending on N in some proper way. In order to hek this fat let usonsider initial onditions with the energy distributed among the modes with frequenynot exeeding a �xed !̂. This means that the size of the initial paket is proportional
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Figure 9. Relaxation times for N = 63, with energy initially distributed amongthe �rst 4 modes and spei� energy 0:01. One learly sees that the qualitativebehavior is similar to that of �g. 5, thus showing the persistene of the phenomenonof existene of two well separated time sales. Here, the symbol � refers to therelaxation time for the paket of the �rst four modes.to N . Of ourse, !̂ should be hosen suh that the size of the initial paket paket doesnot exeed the size of the natural paket. For instane, looking at �g. 5, whih refers toN = 15, we see that for spei� energy " = 0:01, i.e., total energy E = 0:15, the naturalpaket ontains two modes, i.e., (N +1)=8 modes. Thus, let us hoose !̂ as the smallestfrequeny for N = 15, so that the size of the initial paket is (N +1)=16, orrespondingto half the size of the natural paket. That is, for N = 31; 63; 127; : : : we start withan initial paket of s = 2; 4; 8; : : : modes, respetively, and look for the relaxation timetRs , namely the time at whih the initially exited paket has lost a signi�ant frationof its initial energy, in a sense analogous to the previously onsidered one.We onsider two di�erent lasses of initial onditions. In the �rst lass we distributethe energy so that it dereases linearly from the �rst mode to the mode s, and the modes+1 has initially zero energy. In the seond lass we start with the initial energy equallydistributed among the �rst s modes. The result is illustrated in �g. 8, for initial spei�energy " = 0:01 and for the values of N as above. The data for the �rst ase are reportedby triangles, and the relaxation time appears to tend to a onstant value. The data forthe seond ase are plotted as irles, and the relaxation time appears to derease with
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